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OVERVIEW

CyCos Navigation Ltd acts as the exclusive agent of COSCO Shipping Lines in Cyprus, 
with our offices located in Limassol. 

Our team was built by highly experienced personnel who have thrived within the Cyprus 
shipping industry. With our in-depth knowledge and expertise, we specialize in managing all 
types of containerized cargoes, always striving to deliver services that meet the highest 
standards of quality and performance expected by our valued customers.

At CyCos Navigation, we work closely with our clients to determine the most suitable transport 
mode based on their specific requirements, cost considerations, and time limitations. This 
approach enables us to provide efficient and timely sea freight services across our global 
network.
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WORLDWIDE SHIPPING SERVICES

CyCos Navigation 
offers worldwide 
shipping services to 
and from Cyprus as 
provided by 
our Principals
COSCO Shipping 
Lines
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Indicating some of 
the main ports that 
we service 
through our 
Principals to 
all key European, 
Middle East, and 
Africa ports

PORT DESTINATIONS
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Indicating some of 
the main ports that 
we service 
through our 
Principals to 
all key Far East 
and America
ports

PORT DESTINATIONS
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DIRECT SERVICES

Our weekly services AGX (directly from the Adriatic ports), and LGX1 (directly from Piraeus) provide reliable, 
efficient and fast connections all over the world with short transit times and frequent services.
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SALES TEAM

Please contact us at sales@cycos.com.cy for rate enquiries, bookings and 
information on our services and sailing schedules.

Name Email Direct Line
Yioula Masoura yioula.masoura@cycos.com.cy 25 000061
Christina Antoniou christina.antoniou@cycos.com.cy 25 000062
Katerina Michael katerina.michael@cycos.com.cy 25 000063
Michel Fialas michel.fialas@cycos.com.cy 25 000064
Eraklis Economides eraklis.economides@cycos.com.cy 99 646941
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CONTACT DETAILS

Website
https://www.cycos.com.cy

Office Location
140B, FRAGKLINOU ROUSVELT AVE.
2nd FLOOR
3011, LIMASSOL, 
CYPRUS Linkedin

https://www.linkedin.com/company
/cycos-navigation-ltd/

Email
admin@cycos.com.cy

Telephone
+357 25 000050
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THANK YOU
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